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EDITORIAL.

J>r. NOTHER year has passed, and once more the Editorial
J..\.. pen must traverse the well-beaten track; once more we
have regretfully to chronicle the loss of many of our friends,
distinguished alike in school and in the games, who are gone,
we are sure, to win fresh laurels at the Universities and in their
various professions. But though many have left us still more
have come to swell our numbers, and this term we may con
gratulate ourselves on the steady increase of the school, a very
sure proof that Sherborne still maintains her high place among
the great schools of England, and at the same time allowing us
to hope that she may attain to a still higher place in time to
come. But now let us, as befits an Editorial, proceed to review
the various events of the year.

In the year just ended we have been fairly successful at the
Universities, and even though we could perhaps wish that our
Honour List had been more numerous, still we must remember
that 'Quality' and not 'Quantity' is the standard of excellence.
That our distinctions are of the very first rank no one can for
a moment deny; for at Oxford we claim no less than two
, Firsts' in ' Greats' besides one' First' in ' :Moderations,' while
at Cambridge we can boast of a Fourth \Vranglership. ·We
have gained also several other no less honourable if not so

conspicuous distinctions at either University: while splendid
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honours have been carried off by Old Shirburnians in the India
Civil Service and in the Army. Moreover, the school itself
gained Twelve Certificates in the Oxford and Cambridge Local
Examinations, a number, though not so large as we have some
times won, will still, we think, compare with the numbers
~ained by other schools of our size.

In the Cricket department this year we cannot say we have
been very successful; there is certainly a marked imp1'ovement
on last year's team, but still there are many deficiencies; our
weakest point is in bowling; what wewantisa steady medium
pace bowler or two, but as our most promising bowlers are
staying on till next year we ought then to find what we have
been looking for in vain and felt the want of so much this year.
There is no doubt that the batting of the XI. has made a deci
ded progress this season, and this is owing in a great degree to
our new professional, who has worked very hard at bringing
the team on; and it is through his coaching that the XI. have
advanced so much in the handling of the willow. If only
some new light appears in the bowling line we ought really to
have a strong XI. next year. The list of victories and defeats
this season can compare favourably with last year's, as we have
won four matches, including one this term, lost five, and drawn
two, one of which was very much in our favour, and if only
the XI. can keep clear of those panics which took possession
of them last term, and play in out-matches as they do in
ordinary games, a successful season ought to be expected next
year, especially as five of our present team are staying on till
then.

Let us now pass on to Football. We can hardly congratulate
ourselves on the past season having been quite as successful as
its immediate predecessor, as of a total of nine foreign matches
four were won, two drawn, and three lost. We were unfortu
nate, however, in having to meet some of our strongest
opponents, notably the Clifton Club, early in the season before
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the XV. had been thoroughly shaken down into working order.
Our place-kicking, a weak point in previous years, decidedly
improved during last season, and if members of the XV. would
practise this kind of kicking on off-days our prospects of being
beaten by one goal to eight touches (as was the case in a match
some few years ago,) are very smalL Turning to this year's.
XV.: we have six left of last year's team, but one of these has
been unfortunately forbidden to play at present for medical
reasons. However, judging from our first match the XV.
generally seems more promising than that of former years, and,
granted we have better weather than we were treated to last
season, will doubtless fully sustain the credit of the school in
this department.

But we must not forget to say a word about the various
Societies which the School possesses.

First and foremost comes the Debating Society, whose efforts
during the past year have been attended with signal success:
the Society having largely increased in numbers, while almost
all the debates have been well contested, and even if no great
orator has appeared it certainly has not been through lack of
energy. During the year just begun the Society ought to be
no less successful than during the last, if numbers are of any
avail in helping up its reputation; for it has already enlisted
many new recruits, all of whom we hope will at least make
some endeavour to keep the standard of its speeches up to the
usual level : we would remind all members of the Society that
it is only by the united efforts of every individual that tlw
debates can be well and properly sustained.

·We may congratulate the Musical Society on a year of
unbroken success; concert after concert has taken place, only
to swell the number of their successes, which found their cul
minating point in the performance of the " ~lessiah " at Easter,
which was given in such a way as very few, if indeed any,

other public schools. would have been capable of. No less praise
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is due to the Orchestral Society, to whose untiring energy the
success of our concerts has been in a great degree due. Large
gaps, we are afraid, have been made in the ranks of both
Societies through fellows having left; but we are sure that
able and worthy successors will be found to take their places;
for it is quite impossible that the success of "The Sherborne
Musical Society" should entirely depend upon the efforts of a
single or even a few individuals.

We have heard rumours of there being popular concerts or
musical entertainments of a light character given on Saturday
afternoons, between five and six, during the next year; we
only hope that they are founded on fact, for we are sure that
such a movement would be most acceptable to the School.

During the last season the Field Society must, if numbers
can be any criterion, have had unlimited success, so multitud
inous have been those aspiring to the honour of partaking in
its deeply scientific excursions: the publication of whose inter
esting discoveries we await with the greatest interest. Great
also have been the efforts of the Society nearer home, for it has
kept an accurate account of the last year's rainfall, no slight
task at Sherborne besides taking minute observations of the
appearance and growth of manifold insects and flowers, and
even publishing daily forecasts of the weather. Large and
valuable additions have moreover been in the past year made
to our Museum, through the kindness of friends and the
untiring ability of our Curator.

Finally we think the year as successful as any; the athletic
sports were quite up to the standard of former years, and a
more successful speech day could not well be imagined; while
the School has largely increased and continues to do so, and
we do not think that we shall be much mistaken if we venture
to prophesy that the coming year will be quite as prosperous.
if not more so, than the last.
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'MY FIRST GLACIER.'

There were four of us in Norway this year, and not one of us
had ever seen a glacier: we therefore resolved to continue in
such a state of ignorance no longer than we could help. We
will not trouble our readers with an account of the voyage, an
experience ,~hich at its best is somewhat monotonous, and at
its worse will not bear writing about. It suffices to say that
from Bergen, our landing place, we went to Odde, a place at
the head of the Hardanger Fjord. While we were there we
took advantage of its neighbourhood to the Jordals Brae to
realise our ambition. This Brae is one of the many glaciers
descending from the Folgefond, a plateau of snow nearly forty
miles long, and at its broadest past fourteen miles across.

It was a most lovely morning, the sky was cloudless, and the
mountains looked all unconscious of the mist wreaths with
which they had been clothed on our arrival. Turning our backs
on the Fjord we made our way to the lake into which the glacier
torrent discharges itself: across this we rowed to the entrance
of the J ordal valley. On either side of it were two huge pin
nacles of granite rock forming a noble frame to the distant
glacier. Our path wound up the valley, through a copse of
alder and birch trees which overhung the roaring stream. Bye
and bye we came to a patch of grassland with a tiny farmhouse
in the middle; here we got a fine view of the glacier, but these
distant glimpses did but increase our longing to reach the most
perfect view. Soon we came 'to the foot of the glacier; far
above us we saw the vast snow field cut into jagged peaks
which stood out against the sky: round about them played
those wondrous shadows which one only sees in ice and snow.
In the mid-stream of this river of ice rose a hill of grey rock,
bare and solitary; from the blue recesses of the cave at the
foot passed the torrent which we had follow~d from the lake.

l
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While we gazed into its mysterious shades, masses of ice kept
breaking off and dropping into the stream below, but directly
they detached themselves from the glacier they lost their fairy
hue, and looked mere commonplace lumps of snow-ice. The
continual dropping and thawing of this ice gave the stream the
appearance of London milk, widely different from the streams
clear as crystal one generally finds in Norway.

Two of us, not content with the view from below, resolved
to climb up the side of the valley and look on the glacier from
a higer level Perhaps if we had known what hard work was
in store for us we might not have attempted it, but in our
blissful ignorance we started on the ascent. At first there was
a fair enough path made probably by the haymakers, but soon,
as paths generally do in this favoured country, it disappeared
altogether. Up we went, nevertheless, with the mid-day sun
pouring down upon our backs, and not a breath of wind blowing
to refresh us. Presently we came to a long ascent of stones
which rolled away from under our feet as we trod on them,
bounding right down to the depths of the valley below. About
half-way up we called a halt, and rested under the shade of a
hurdle covered with hay. In Norway, as so little sun penetrates
to the bottom of the valleys, the hay when cut is lodged on
racks so that the sun can get at it and dry it much more easily
than in the English fashion. Behind one of these we rested,
and after a draught of ice-water from the stream by our side
we went on our way. Again and again did we think we were
within a few feet of the summit, only on climbing a little higher
to be disappointed. At last, however, we did reach the top"
and threw ourselves down to rest and enjoy the glorious view'J
Below us lay the wide expanse of snow; no living tIling was
to be seen, and from this height there was scarcely a sound tol
be heard of the waters below. Turning we saw the valley
beneath us, and the river hurrying along to lose itself in the
lake. Far over the ridges of the valley we could see the
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plateau of the Hardanger mountains. To the left was the
glacier now quite beneath us: it was a grand scene, and long
we stayed drinking in eagerly all its beauties.

With regret we turned away and began our descent, which
proved a much easier aud quicker journey than our upward
one. Over the places where there was any grass we dug our
heels into the ground, and crouching down let ourselves slide,
using our hands as brakes and rudders. When we cameoto the
stones we had to be careful, but we reached the valley again in
safety, glad to get to a proper path at last. We returned to
Odde by the same way we had come, getting there in time to
h~ve a rowan the Fjord before the evening meal. Thus ended
one of our most novel experiences in Norway, a country which
I am afraid will, in a few years, become as tourist-haunted as
the Rhine is said to be. One great protection it has, however,
there is the stormy North Sea to be crossed; too trying an
ordeal for the followers of the great Cook in his "personally
conducted tours."

NORGE.

SUNDAY EVENING IN AUTUMN.

And the day died beneath the crimson West,
And Eastward climbing over dewy leas
The pale moon cast amid autumnal trees
A silver hem on Nature's faded vest:
All sounds are hushed-when lo! the measured tread
Of some home-faring worshipper awakes
The finches fluttering in the quickset brakes;
Here the lorn moorhen from her marish-bed
Flits skimming 0 er the scented galingale
Or higher cowers beneath a sheltering spray
The rabbit timorous from the path, until
The intruder passes from the startled vale.
Faint and more faint the sound has died away
Across the knoll, and all again is still.

C.R.
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CR IC KET.

THE SCHOOL- V. CLIFTON COLLEGE.

This, our annual match, was played at Clifton, on Friday and
Saturday, July 13th and 14.th. We left Sherborne about 5 o'dock
in the morning, and reached Bristol about 9, where a break met
us and took us up to the School House, where we were very kindly
received by the Headmaster. After breakfast we proceeded to the
cricket field, when we had seen the college buildings.

We began play about 11.3°. We won the toss and decided to
go in, but the wicket was very slow, owing to the rain which had
fallen early in the morning. Mayo and Tonks first appeared to
face the bowling of Key and Powell. Both batsmen played very
carefully, and runs were few and far between, till at the end of
half-an-hour's play Tonks was caught at point off Key for I.

Nepean joined Mayo, but almost immediately lost his partner, who
was spltmdidly caught at square-leg for 4-. The score at this
period was 6 after 50 minutes play. Lester next appeared, and
runs came rather quicker, so when the total was 17 Powell gave
place to Fowler, and a few runs later Brain went on instead of
Key; the change was successful, as Fowler almost immediately
bowled Lester. Grenfell joined Nepean, and shortly after Key and
Fowler resumed bowling; Grenfell hit Powell for 5, which brought
the score up to 4-6, when Key caught and bowled Nepean for a
well played 14-. Papillon came in next, but was almost immediately
clean bowled by Key. Five wickets for 4-8. Sheldon next
appeared and began hitting directly, and together with Grenfell
raised the scbre to 64-, when the latter was bowled by Key for an
extremely well played 20, which was of very great service to his
side. Money came in only to retire again, being clean bowled by
Key; Hobbs next appeared and soon made 6, when he shared the
same fate as Money. Heath failed to trouble the scorer and 9

wickets were down for 77. Lovibond joined Sheldon, and together
they raised the score to 83, when Lovibond was l.b.w to Powell
for 5, Sheldon being not out 16: he had played very well and
with great confidence.
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After the usual adjournment CliftoH began- their innings with

"Brain and Bradford, t.he bowling being shared by Lesterand Heath.

Brain at once began hitting, but Bradford was caught in the slip:>
in Heath's second over. Key joined Brain, and runs came at a

great pace; change after change was tried without effect, and it
was not till the score had reached 6z that Brain was bowled for a

very freely hit 40. Sandford joined Key, and another long stand
was made, Sandford playing very carefully while Key hit very hard:
he was missed twice in one over soon after Sandford's appearing,
at long-off, but they were both hard drives; taking advantage of
this he continued hitting most brilliantly. Soon after 4 o'clock
the 100 went up, and Key was clapped for his 50, but when the
total was II Z Key was well caught by Sheldon at square-leg: the
retiring batsman had made 58 in splendid style, and his innings

was faultless barring the two very hard chances at long-off. 3 for
IIZ. Hartnell was soon dismissed for a single, but on Fox making

his appearance we had to enjoy some more leather-hunting: both
batsmen played well, Fox making most of the runs; after various
changes of bowling Papillon succeeded in getting Fox caught
off his bowling at long-leg for a freely hit 34, made without a
chance. 5 for 175. Newbolt next joined Sandford r who- had been
playing very carefUlly, and together they raised the score to 200,
but 5 runs later Newbolt was bowled by a curly one from Nepean,
and before the score was altered Sandford succumbed to Money:
he had made 44 in very careful style, and made no mistake at all
during the long time he was at the wickets. 7 for 205. Fowler
and Powell were now associated, and they quir.kly raised the score
to 226. when Fowler was caught off Money at point. Johnson
came next, but was clean bowled by the same bowler without
scoring, and play ceased for the day, 9 wickets being down for 226.

On Saturday morning the game was resumed at 11.3°, and after
8 runs had been added to the over-night total Schmitz was bowled

by Heath for 4, Powell being not out 13-total 234·

Being 150 runs to the bad we began our sp-cond innings. Mayo
and Tanks again went in to face the bowling- of Key and Powell.

In the latter's second over Mayo hit him well to leg for 5, and the
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score rose steadily till the total was at 20, \vhen a double change

of bowling was tried f Brain and Fowler taking the places of Key
and Powel!. The change took effect at once. Tonks was well
caught by Newbolt at slip: his 11 was made in most careful style.
One for 25. Before another run had been made Mayo was clean
bowled for a very careful and well played If, and from this point
we utterly collapsed; the rest of the innings was a series of pw"
cessions to the wickets and back again, and the less said about our

performance the better. The first wicket fell for 25 and the last
one at 32. The analysis of Brain and Fowler are remarkable.

In conclusion we must not forget to thank most heartily the
various masters at Clifton who so kindly received us, and the
CIifton eleven for the very kind way they entertained us. This
match always has been the most enjoyable one in the season, and
we need hardly say that this year was no exception to the rule

THE SCHOOL.

First Innings.

H. H. W. Mayo, c Fowlel', b Key
A. G. Tonks, c Sandford, b Key..
E. A. Nepean, c and b Key ••
J. B. G. Lester, b Fowler
J. S. G. Grenfell, b Key
H. G. Papillon, b Powell
W. S. Sheldon, not out
E. D. Money, b Key
E. T. Hobbs, b Key
G. R. Heath, b Powell .•
H. S. Lovibond, l.b.w., b Powell

. Byes

4
1

14
11

•• 20
1

16
o
6
o
5
11

83

8eMnil Innings.

b F01Vler ••
c Newbolt, b Brain
c J ohnston, b Fowler
b Fowler
c and b Brain
c Powell, b Brain
c Newbolt, b Brain
b FOWler
c Fox, b Brain
not out
bFowler ..

Legbyelt ••

14
11
o
1
3
o
o
o
I
o
o
2

32

CUFTO~ COLLEGE.

J. H. Brain, b ]\foney •
C. C. Bradford. C Mayo, b Heath
K. J. Key, c Sheldon, b Lovibond·
C. D. Sandford, c Lester, b Money .•
11. A. Hartnell, c Hobbs, b. Nepean
J. H. Fox, c Lester, b Papillon
F. G. Newbolt, b'Nepean
H. B. Powell, not out
G. Fowler, c l'apillon, b Money
R. H .•rohnston, b Money
C. G. Schlllitz, b Heath

Byes 9, Leg byes 2

40
1

58
44

1
~4

18
13

9
o
4

11

234



Cricket.

BOWLING ANALYStS.

CLIFTON COLLEGE.

Overs. Maidens"
J. B. G. Lester 14 3
G. R. Heath 14 5
E. D. Money 27 9
E. A. Nepean.......... 19 2
E. T. Hobbs 13 4
H. S. Lovibond 21 8
H. H. W. Mayo . . .. . . 6 1
H. G. Papillon ........ 10 1

THE SCHOOL-FIRST INNINGS.

K. J. Key 48 29
H. B. Powell .. .. .. 44 27
G. Fowler •••••••••.•• 10 6
J. H. Brain...... ...... 6 2

SECOlW INNINGS.

K. J. Key 10 4
H. B. Powell •••••••••• 10 5
J. H. Brain............ 14 12
G. Fowler 13'1 8

Runs.
22
26
58
42
19
36
7

19

31
32
10
5

10
11
4
5

455

Wickets.
o
I),
4
2
o
1
o
1

6
3
1
{)

o
o
5
5

THE SCHOOL V. UNIVERSITY ROVERS.

In this match, played on the School ground, on July gth and
loth, we sustained, as last year, a crushing defeat. Our adversaries
came down very strong, including W. H. Game and W. N. Roe
among their number. Lester won the toss, and Tonks and Papillon
went first to th~ wickets. Papillon was caught in the slips for 0,

and Tonks was very well caught and bowled by Game. No one
did very much except Lester, who was la.st out for 14. Hobbs made
6. Durandu's bowling was very fatal, and his analysis shews how
strong is our aversion to yorkers.

Our opponents then went to the wickets, beginning with Roe
and A. B. Crosby, who in his eagerness to score was soon caught
in the long-field. Game came in, and a display of very brisk
scoring was seen. Game, however, after a very fine in.nings of 76
was caught at long-off. H. S. Crosby came in, and after losing
Roe, played very hard and well. Durandu did not do much, but
Mayo made a lucky 40. The last wickets did not give much
trouble. H. S. Crosby was stumped by Grenfell for an excellent
I Il.

The School began theirsecond innings with Mayo and Tanks,
who both, especially Mayo, played excellently. The first wicket,

Tanks', was down for 81. After this occurred one of those lament-
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able falIings off which we have had to deplore more than once
this term. Ten wit:kets were down for I 26. No one else got
into double figures besides Nepean. The innings closed for 126,

leaving the University Rovers victors by an innings and 173 ·runs.
Durandu was again the most successful bowler, while Game, Roe,
and A. B. Crosby all bowled extremely well.

THE SCHOOL.

First Innings.

A. G. Tanks c and b Game ..
H. G. Papillon C Mayo b Game
E. A. Nepean b Game ...
H. H. 'V. :!\Iayo b Durandu
J. B. G. Lester c Phelps b Game
J. ~. G. Grenfell b Durandu
'V. 8. Sheldon b Durandu
E. T. Hobbs b Durandu
R L. Romer b Duralldu
E. D• .\loney b Durandu ...
G. R. Heath, not out ...
Byes 0, Leg Byes 2, Wides 0

Second Innings.

4 c H. S. Crosby b Game 32
o c Roe b Dnrandu '.. 0
2 cA. B. Crosbv b Durandu 21
5 b Roe '. 55

... 14 c Lovibond b Game .. 4
2 b Roe 6
o b Dnrandu 1
6 c H. 8. Crosby b Durandu 0

.. 3 c Gerrish b A. B. Crasby 0
o not ()Ut .. 0
o c Phelps b A. B. Crosby ... 4
2 Byes 2, Leg Byes 1, Wides 0 3

38

UNIVERSITY ROVERS.

W. N. Roe, c Romer, b Nepean ... '
A. B. Cro;zby, c Tanks, b Heath
'V. H. Game, c Papillon, b Jlloney
H. S. Crosby, st Grenfell, b Nepean ...
A. Durandll, c Gr6nfell, b Heath
J. A. Mayo, b Heath
J. ]\f. Luft', b Papillon ...
T. E. Ravcn, b Heath
E. Gerrish, not out
P. P. Phelps, c and b Nepean ...
H. S. Lovibond, st Grenfell, b Nepean
Byes 2, Leg Byes 5, 'Vides 3

... 63
o

.. 76
111
10
40

... 3
17
o
6
1

10

337

126

W. H. Game
A. Durandll

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
THE SCHOOL-FIRST INNINGS.

Balls. Runs.
.......... 64 14
••..••••.. 64 22

Maidens.
10
8

Wickets.
4
6

SECOND INNINGS.

H. S. Crosby 40
A. B. Crosby 72
A. Durandll . ..••..•. 47
T. E. Raven ••.....•.• 12
\\T. H. Game.. .. .. . 92
W. N. Roe 120

18
11
19
13
16
46

1
12
5
1

11
14

o
2
4
o
2
2
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UNIVERSITY ROVERS.

E. T. Hobbs 72 39 5 0
G. R. Heath 156 101 13 4
R. L. Romer 60 29 4 0
E. A. Nepean.......... 88 48 3 4
J. B. G. Lester ........ 72 28 7 0
H. H. W. Mayo........ 20 12 1 0
A. G. Tonks 16 17 0 0
E. D. Money 64 32 6 1
H. G. Papillon 48 33 1 1

E. T. Hobbs, G. R. Heath, R. L. Romer, bowled one wide each.

HOUSE MA.TCHES.

BLANCHE'S V. DAY BOYS.

DAY Boys.

4:57

Second Innings.
5 c Harper, b Lowis ••
o st Harper, b Litt1ewood
2 c Williams, b Hancock

10 c Hancock, b Louis ..
16 b Louis
1 b Littlewood

Fi"st Innings.
Penney, c Louis, b Bridge
Clapin, b Hancock
Nutt. b Hancock
Biddle, b Hancock
Whittle, c Louis, b Hancock
Highmore, b Hancock .•
Wyatt-Smith, ma., st Harper, b

Thurston 9
Dorling, c and b Thurston •• 6
Baldock, b L011is 0
Rhoades, ma., c Williams, b Louis 0
Gordon, not out 1

Extras 14

b Harper
run out
b Littlewood
not out
c Hancock, b Littlewood

Extras

15
o
6

19
4
2

o
8
o
o

15
6

75

BLANCHE'S.

First Innings. Second Innings.

Hancock, b Nutt 11 c Bridge, b Penney 20
Bleazby, b Biddle 0
Lowis, b Nutt 0 b Penney 0
Harper, b Nutt 1 c Clapin, b Nutt 5
Williams, c Nutt, b Biddle •• 3 not out 5
Thurston, c and b Biddle 1
Littlewood, b Nutt .. 2
Gee, bNutt 6 not out 8
Maunsell, c sub., b Biddle 10 b Penney 3
Vizard, not out 9 c Biddle, b Nutt 28
Bridge, b Nutt 0

Extras 20 Extras 9

63 78
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PRICE'S V. WILSON'S.

WILSOX'S.

First Innings.

G. Fenwick, b lIIayo
D. Luard, b Mayo
Anderton, b lIIayo .•
G. R. Heath, b lIIayo
Southeomb, c Perch, ma., b Money
Tracy, e lIIoney, b Tonks
J erram, b lIIayo
Beaton, run out
Fendall, b Mayo
Tucker, b lIIayo
B.•Webster, not out

Extra ••

Second I,mings.
7 c and b lIIayo
o b lIIayo
1 b Money
o b Money
3 b Money

19 b lIIayo
o b Mayo

14 c Sayres, b l\Ioney
3 not out
o st lIIayo, b Money
1 b lIIoney ••
1 Extras

49

o
35
o
o
o
5

19
24
18
3
4
6

114

PRICE'S.

First Innings.
A. G. Tonks, b Heath
E. D. lIIoney, run out ••
H. H. W. :Mayo, b Heath
Perch, ma., c B.-·Webster, b Fendall
Low, ma., b Tracy••
Jenkins, b He:<th
Leslie, not out
J ardine, c J erram, b Heath
Sayres, b Heath
Perch, mi., b Heath
Pedler,.b Heath

Extras

Second Innings.
3 b Heath ••

18 run out
29 b Fendall .•
24 b Tracy
o b Heath
o not out
7 b Tracy
o b Heath
o c Fenwick, b Heath
1 run out
o not out
7 Extras

89

37
o
1

10
o
1
7
6
o
1
5
7

75

WOOD'S V. RHOADES'

RHOADES'.

First Ilfnings.

Collins, not out
Smith, c Forward, b Hobbs
Pedler, ma., c Elton, b Hobbs
Broadbent, b Lovibond ••
Hill, DU., b Lovibond
lIongan, c and b Hobbs
Barnes, b Bobbs
Bennett, ma., c Brown, b Hobbs ..
Stuart, b Hobbs
Houghton, b Hobbs
Jaffrey, b Hobbs

Extras

Second Innings.

31 b Lovibond
11 b Hobbs
5 run out
2 b Elton
9 b Bobbs
1 b Bobbs
4 c Bastard, b Hobbs
1 run out

12 not out
o c Bastard, b Elton
o c and b Hobbs

11 Extras

87

7
o
4

21
6
7
1
2

22
4
9

10

93
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WOOD'S.

First I'lninfls.
Bastard, b Smith .•
Brutton, c Broadbent, b Barnes .•
H. S. Lovibond, c Jaffrey, b Smith
Sheppard, b Barnes • • . •
W. \V. Elton, b Broadbent ••
E. T. Hobbs, b Smith ••
Lewis, b Smith
Forward, ma., run out .•
Brown, ma., c Barnes, b Smith
Bennett, mi., b Broadbent
Holt, not out

Extras

6
o b Smith

22
3

12 not out
20 not out
o
5
6
o
o

11 Extras

85

Secontl Inninfls.

20

24
42

12

98

Blanche's scratched in the second round.

PRICE'S V. WOOD'S.

95

Second Inning,.
WOOD'S.

113

61
0

13
0
0

17
0
0
8
0
0

10

109

.t 1
2

]0
2.. 5
0
0
0
2
6

n·
2

41

Second Inninfls.
not out
b Lovibond
b Lovibolld
b Lovibond
b Sheppard
b Elton
b Elton
b Elton
b Lovibond
b Lovibond
run out

Extras

9 b lIIayo
3 b l\1oney

18 c libya, b Money
33 c and b Money
21 b lIIoney ••
5 b Money
6 c Tanks, b Money
o run out
o c Perch, b Money
o b Money
o not out

Extras

First Innings.
W. W. Elton, b Money
Brutton, b Mayo
E. T. Hobbs, b lIIoney
Sheppard. c and b Leslie
H. i:l. Lovibond, c Leslie, b Tanks
Bastard, b Tanks
Forward, c and b Tanks
Brown, b Leslie
Lewis, b Leslie
Church, not out
Bennett, mL, c and b Leslie

PRICE'S.

First Inninfls.
H. H. W. Mayo, c Brown. b Lovibond 28
A. G. Tanks, c Brown, b Lovibond 11
E. D. Money. b Lovibond •• 1
Perch, ma., Lb.w., b Hobbs 45
Low, ma., b Lovibond 11
Leslie, run out. • ] 5
Jardine, l.b.w., b Bobbs.. 0
Jenkins, ma., b Hobbs.. 0
Sayres, b Lovibond 0
Pedler, b Hobbs 0
Prevost, .DOt out 0

Extras 2

Price's won by 86 runs, and obtained the Cup for 1883.
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BATTING AVERAGES.

Average.
28'7
15'2
13'3
7'4

16'5
10'3
4'4
6'5
6.2

2'1

Total.
287
182
158
88

197
113
36
77
56

1
11

Most in
Match.

96
61
53
24
44
34
24
25
19
1
6

Most in
Innings.

56""
61
53
24"-'
38""
24
24
17
12

1
6

Innings Times
completed. not out.

10 2
12 0
12 1
12 0
12 1
11 1
8 1

12 0
9 3
4 0
5 0

J. B. G. Lester
H. H. W. lIfayo ..
E. A. Nepean ..
J. S. G. GrenfeIl ..
A. G. Tonks .
W~ S. Sheldon .
E. D. Money ..
E. T. Hobbs .
G. R. Heath .
H. G. Papillon .
H. S. Lovibond ..

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

J. B. G. Lester ..
H. H. W. :Mayo .
E. A. ~epean .
J. S. G. Grenfell .
'K D. Money ..
E. T. Hobbs ..
G. R. Heath .
H. G. Papillon ..
H. S. Lovibond ." ..

Overs.
128-2

67
74
22
91

123
179-1

22
42

Maidens.
41

9
5
6

21
31
58

2
13

Rnns.
278
162
200

41
228
291
420

52
126

Wckts. Wides. Kob.us. Avrg".
10 0 0 27-t
6 0 0 27

18 0 0 ll-f
3 0 0 13-1

13 1 1 l7-~3

12 0 0 24-1
26 5 0 16-t

2 0 0 26
8 1 0 15-1

CHARACTERS OF THE ELEVEN.
J. B. G. LESTER.-As Captain has been extremely successful, and

has greatly raised the standard of the XI. A first-rate bat, hits

hard, and defends his wicket well. Fields very well at cover-point,

picking up and throwing ill well. A sure catch with great judgement.
H. H. W. MAYO. -By far the prettiest bat in the XL, hitting

especially clean on the leg-side: has improved greatly during the

season, and ought to be really brilliant next season; An uncertain

bowler, but a splendid field and sure catch in the long-field.

E. A. NEPEAK.-A very Rteady bat, greatly improved since last
season, making much more use of his hitting powers. A good bowler,

with a great amount of break either way. A fair field.
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J. S. G. GRENFELL.-As a bat has hardly kept 'up the form ha
shewed at the beginning of the season, though he has played some
good innings. In his capacity of wicket-keep has done good service
for the XI. Has left.

A. G. TONKs.-A very powerful bat, hitting very hard, especially

to the on-side, though perhaps a little too fond of the latter stroke.
A sure catch and good field at long-leg. Has left.

W. S. SHELDON.-As a bat, rather stiff, though hitting hard at
times: should make more use of his forward play. A very sure
catch, and a splendid field anywhere in the country. Has left.

E. D. MONEY.-As a bat shewed great promise at the beginning
of the season, but owing to an accident was unfortunately laid up

during the middle of the season, since then he has been rather dis

appointing. A fast bowler, though rather uncertain. Has left.

E. T. HOBBil.-A hard hitter, though rather uncertain bat, but

has sometimes made runs when most needed. As a bowler has not
fulfilled the expectation formed of him last season, though he has
been successfulllt times. A fair field. Is leaving.

G. R. HEATH.-An uncertain bat; is too cramped in his forward

play, being too eager to hit at well pitched balls. Has done most

of the work in the bowling department during the season, and ought

to be very good next year.

H. S. LOVlBOND.-A poor bat, much too fond of applying a hori

zontal bat to a straight ball. A fair bowler, being sucl;ioJssful on one

or two occasions. A good field at long·leg. Has left.
H. G. PAPILLoN.-Has only-played in two matches, and has b5en

rather disappointing; is much too fond of hitting, and has not much
idea of playing forward. An extremely brilliant field, un,] a suro

catch at long-leg.

SWIMMING RACES.
These were held in the end uf July. The entriE's for both seniors

and juniors were very small indeed, especially in the races for under

14, none at all appearing for the 50 yards clothes race. \Ye hope
next year that more candidates will appear, as no doul t there are

several good 8wimmera in the school who will not shew themselves.
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SENIORS.-300 Yards.- 1st, Bleazby; 2nd, Gray, ma. 50 Yards

1st! Hobbs; 2~d, aCourt. 50 Yards (Clothes).-lst, Hobbs; 2nd,
Gray, ma,

UNDER 16.-300 Yards.-1st, Benedict j 2nd, Bligh. 50Yards.
1st, Benedict j 2nd, Devitt, ma. 50 Yards (Clothes).-lst, Benedict;
2nd, Devitt, ma.

UNDER 14.-300 Yards.-lst, Burrows, mi.; 2nd, Devitt, mr.
50 Yards.-lRt, Burrows, mi.; 2nd, Tordiffe. 50 Yards (Clothes).
No one swam.

RUNNING HEADEH (Open).-lst, Fenwick; 2nd, Benedict.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.

DEAR SIR,
It would I think, as the advertizements say, supply a general

want, if you would explain through the medium of your valuable
columns, why the School House or more strictly speaking, certain
members of it, have a monopoly of the lawn tennis court adjoining
the fives courts. From most reliable authority it is affirmed that
leave to play on this court was granted by the masters, when them
selves not playing, to any member of the school and not to a
priveleged few. If the above information is ,correct, one cannot but
ask why this privelege sho'uld any longer be denied to the rest of the
school. A clear and lucid explanation of the above would I am surEt
meet with universal outhouse appreciation,

I remain, Yours Sincerely.
AN OUTHO USE

[We believe that your information is perfectly correct and that thEt
School House has no more right to the use of the lawn tennis court
than the out10uses.-Ed. Shir.]

DEAR SIR,
A great nuisance has for some time past been experienced on

the football field; I speak of the way in which fellows·encroach On
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the ground. One would think the Sixth ought to be sufficient to
keep them back; but strange to say, on outmatch days, especially if
there be a slight drizzle going on, the Sixth with the excAption of a
few, who naturally, however energetic they may be, cannot be
-everywhere at once, are conspicuous only by their absence, except in
the shed, where they are neither usefnl nor ornamental. This
being so might there not be a second line, some two yards say,
Qutside the boundary -line, inside which no fellow must come, and
might not some steps be taken, (what I leave the Games Committee
to decide) to bring the Sixth to a sense of their duty.

Yours Etc.,

X.
SIR,

Could not some means be discovered of warming the library
either by hot water or by a small stove; at present in the winter
the only Jifferenc~ between the temperature of the library and that
of the air outside is that the temperature of the library is generally
the colder, as when once it has got thoroughly frozen, it remains so
till the end of the winter. This state of things is hardly likely to
induce fellows to read the books in the library, which I suppose is
the object of that institution. Hoping that the authorities will take
some notice of an humble petition.

Yours Etc.,

LECTOR REFRIGERATUS~

[We would suggest to the authorities that the remedy for the
above evil is that some gas burners should be put up in the library,
which would ensure at once light which is so much needed in the
winter and warmth.-Ed. Shir.]

DEAR SIR,

May I touch upon a subject which has already appeared in
your pages. I refer to the darkness which reigns undisturbed every
evening in the new portion of the cloisters. As it is, when one is
coming from the schoolroom at that time,it is necessary to shuffle
along like a blind man to find where the steps in the cloister bectin.
Only recently the writer hearing a clatter went to see the Gause ~nd
saw a shadowy form picking itself up at the bottom of the said steps,
and imprecating the most awful things on the steps and the darkness
that occasioned his fall. Could not a lamp be placed at the corner
similar to the one in the other part of the cloisters 7 It will be the
means of preventing what may some day be a nasty accident.

I remain, Yours Ete,

N.E.A.
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It is our mournful duty to record the death of

\VILLIAlII HIGHMORE, ESQ., M.D., for 38 years a Governor

and warm friend of the School, at which he was himself

educated, who died on August 28th, aged 67 years.

THE CONCERT.

The Seventy-Fourth Concert, the second of last term, was given
on Monday Evening, July 30th. How shall we enter upon our
task of criticising it? We would gladly take refuge in the usual
statement of the penny-a-liners, that "where everything was
praiseworthy it would be invidious to particularize." For we must
confess that the summer holidays and the half of the present term
which have intervened, have dimmed the impression which was
no doubt made on our minds by the concert in question. We wish
we could rival the feat of Professor Oweu, who restored some
extinct monster complete from a single surviving tooth. So too
we would take Mr. R. S. Ainslie's songs, for instance, as supply
ing the one relic of the concert that still survives in our memory,
(forgive us, Mr. Ainslie, for comparing your songs to an old tooth,)
and from that relic we would build up such an account of an extinct
ccncert as should charm all our readers, and cover the Musical
::,:':ety with glory. But we doubt if the editors of the Shirbur
"::'1 would let us off so easily, even if we had the power to

form the feat; so we must do our best, hoping we shall succeed
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in escaping the wrath of any performer who may consider that we
have praised or blamed him too much!

The orchestra opened the proceedings with a Gavotte, played
in a manner that reflected great credit on themselves and their
instructor-especially when it is remembered that the out-of-door
attractions of the summer make the practices more difficult
to keep up. We have been glad to notice how w~ll the numbers
of the orchestra have been supported of late, and we hope they
will survive the losses they had to bear at the end of last term,
especially that of Holme. The second piece was a chorus of
Handel, well sung by the choir; it was followed by two solos, a
song and a rondo for the flute. We congratulate Lewis on his
success in the former, and Ainslie not less for his performance on
the difficult instrument he has chosen.

The Part Song of Mendelssohn was most welcome; it must
have been an old friend to many of the audience, and was received
with well deserved applause. Mr. R. S. Ainslie's singing was as
good as ever; he gave us two songs in his well-known style, and
his performance was as usual-a genuine success. He was fol
lowed by Romer, whose violin solo consisted of two short pieces,
carefully played and much appreciated by the audience. After a
fine choms from Gluck, sung in spirited style by the choir, Stuart
gave as a solo an .. Old Corsican Ballad," which he did excellently.
The next piece was a serenade for eight stringed instruments,
played entirely with the fingers, without the aid of a bow. We
are inclined to think that a performance of this sort is in some
sense a waste of power; why not play the instruments in the way in
which they sound the best? But no doubt such pieces are some
times acceptable by way of variety, This was followed by Mr.
Ainslie's second song: and after it came a Part Song, .. The Bells
of St. Michael's Tower," which was ably performed by eight of
our vocalists. Here we had to bid farewell to Penny, whose alto
singing has done us good service for a long time past; and the
following piece was the farewell 'solo of Holme, whose loss to
Sherborne music will be freely recognised both as singer and
clarinet player. The choir, however, would not allow Sherborne

to weep for his loss: Galatea was appropriately bidden to dry her
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tears In the following chorus, and a triumphant march played by
the band led on to Auld Lang Syne, followed by God save the
Queen. So ended a concert which we are sure its performers may
look back on with satisfaction, and on which we can offer our best
congratulations to our musical teachers for their unwearied and
successful efforts.

We append a full programme, and we wish also to add that we
have a lurking suspicion that we have highly praised the perfor~

mance of some piece which was omitted .from the programme;
for we have a distinct recollection of some such omission at a
recent concert, and of our own indignation at the piece being left
out. If this is the case we hope the intended performers of the
omitted piece wiII excuse our forgetfulness.

PROGRAMME.

I GAVOTTE

2 CHORUS

3 SONG

Dne Fete aTrianon Roubier

"l\Iay no rash intruder" (Solomon) Handel

"The King's Highway" Molloy
Lewis.

4 FLUTE SOLO, Rondo from a Sonata in G
Ainslie.

Henry Farmer

5 PART SONG .. The Lark's Song" Mendelssohn
Stuart, Price, Penny, Nepean, Jlfr. Whitehead, lIIr. Hodgson,

Holme and Jllongan.

6 SONG " Love leads to Battle ,
1I1r. R. S. Ainslie.

{
a, Friihlingslied .•

7 VIOLIN SOLOS b G . F, avotte III ••

Romer.

Buononcini

• • lI-Iendelssohn
Martini

8 CHORUS

9 SONG ••

10 SERENADE

" See what grace" (Iphigenia) Gluck

Old Corsican Ballad (Colomba) Mackenzie
Stuart.

" Les Mandolins" • .Desormes

1st Violin: Mr. Donkin, Romer; 2nd Violin: Hobbs, Bligh;

Viola: Eyers, Austin; 'Cello: Mr. Regan;

1Jot/Me Eau: Mr. Wildman.
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Pureell

•• Brepsant

I I SONG, " I attempt from Love's sickness to fly"
Jlfr. R. S. Ainslie.

12 PART So~w, "The Bells of St. Michael's Tower," (Knyvett)
Stewar!

Stuart, Price, Penny, mi., lIIr. Whitehead, Nepean, lIIr. Hodgsan,
Holme, and lIIongan.

13 CLARINET SOLO, Variations on a Swiss Air ..
Holme.

If CHORUS, "Galatea, Dry Thy Tears" (Acis & Galatea) Handel

15 MARCHE AUX FLAMBEAU Scotson Clarke

AULD LANG SYKE.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

SCHOOL NEWS.

The Games Committee for this term is constituted as follows :-
XV. XI. VI.

H. J. Mongan J. B. G. Lester N. F. Hankey
H. A. Gray H. H. \V. Mayo J. Penney
E. T. Hobbs E. A. ~epean W. H. Gee
It has been decided that the Fives Uatches begin on :nrondaYr

October the 22nd.
We are glad to see that L. V. Lester and A. J. Galpin

obtained First Classes in the last Great Examinations, and W. C.
Penney a First Class in ·Moderations.

We also notice with pleasure that W. Partridge stands first in
the final Indian Civil Service Examination, gaining the prizes for
Sanskrit and Indian History and Geography, and that F. Connop
has successfully passed into Sandhurst.

The following :Members of the XI. left last Term :-
J. S. G. Grenfell, A. G. Tonks, W. S. Sheldon, E. D. 1'10ney,

and H. S. Lovibond.
Of the XV. A. Biddle, C. F. Venn, H. Y. Nutt, A. G. Tonks,

and H. P. Pedlar.
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Of the VI.,R. F. Holme, H. Y. Nutt, J. D. Roberts, W. S.

Sheldon, A. R. Bitldle, C. F. Venn, and R. L. Romer.
The match against Old Shirburnians will be played on Saturday,

December 15th. All wishing to play must send their names to
C. S. Whitehead, Esq., Sherborne.

The following were presented with colours last term in cricket
since our last issue :-First XL, E. T. Hobbs, G. R. Heath, and
E. D. Money.

With their second XI. colours :-G. R. Fenwick, H. G. PapilIon,
G. D. Luard, and H. S. Lovibond.

The following have been presented with their second XV. colours:
N. P. Jaffrey, H. B. Low, and F. W. J<mkins,

The following obtained certificates in the Oxford and Cambridge
Schools Examination at the end of last term :-A. G. Aldous,
H. W. Gee, N. F. Hankey(with distinction in History and Divinity),
E. T. Hobbs, R. F. Holme, E. G. Houghton, A. L. Jacob, A. S.
Littlewood, E. A. Nepean, J. Penney, "\V. H. Southcomb.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
P.E.A.-Your communication will appear in our next.
CRANMERE.-Your piece shows some promise; try again.
IlL-Declined. with thanks.

We acknowledge with thanks subscriptions from the following:
G H. Holden, H. H. House, F. Rawlings, E. Tanner, C. M.
Dyer, A. M. Curteis, C. 1. Carver, W. L. Hetherington, C. F. Venn,
R. F. Holme, Eo H. Hensley, R. W. Williams, and W~ DoweIl.

'Ve acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
Magazines :-Aldenharnian, Barrovian, Blundellian, Bradfield
School Chronicle (2), Bromsgrovian, Carthusian (2), Cliftonian
(2), Felstedian (2), Laxtonian, Afalvernian (2), Afa1'lburian (.4),
J,felburnian, Ousel, Reptonian (2), Rossallian, St. Edward's
School Chronicle, Thistle, Tonbridgian, Radleian, Wellingtonian,
TVellingburian, Uppinghc(7n School .Magazine.
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